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Radha is a very affectionate and caring child. She
does tend to become rude at times, but it is unintentional
and she is really trying to become conscious of it.

Radha was prone to massive mood swings. This
year they were negligible.

This was also the first year since joining school
when she did not take a single holiday during the year.

Our school runs 365 days in a year. Most
students do not take any holidays. But Radha was not one
of them.

Radha is a very intelligent child. Most teachers
have always felt so. However, hard work is lacking. She
also needs to improve her time management.
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I was studying social science of class 8th with Gitanjali didi. I enjoyed didi‟s class. She
used to give us tests and if I would not beable to answer, then didi would change the
questions and make it simpler. Before Gitanjali didi had come,Sangita didi used to teach me
social science and I liked didi‟s class very much. Didi‟s teaching style was very good and I
remembered all that didi taught. Sangita didi was teaching us history. I liked didi‟s class, so I
used to sit in the first row and I would concentrate more. After that Gitanjali didi taught me
social science and I liked didi‟s class. After Gitanjali didi went, Annapoorni didi taught me. My
class was good with her also. She would tell the spellings if I didn‟t know them and she
would ask whether she was going too fast. Actually it was fine for me. Didi used to teach
very nicely. She would give us dictations. I always told didi to give dictation and didi would
do so because she wanted me to improve my spellings. So when didi had gone back, then
after some days I went to Delhi for my studies; and I was studying for my 10th with Kamala
di. My first class with her was in Mirambika school and I saw didi thought she is not my
teacher. But she was the one who taught me. She didn‟t ask my name and she directly
started the class.

Social Science
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I used to get scolding from her. She would scold so much that I was afraid of her and I
would not talk in the class and also didn‟t give the answers. In my class there were 14 students
and when they nine of them went back to Kechla, then didi gave us tests and I got 40marks out
of50 and she had given me good. So I was happy. And when didi gave us tests I could not write
the answer, then she used to tell us to copy from the book, but I would not write and leave it
blank. But sometimes didi would say “today there will not be a class”, then I would be very happy
and I would go to my room and do my homework. I didn‟t enjoy didi‟s class much.

Social Science
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I was studying science with Utsav bhaiya from
book 9th and did the gravitation chapter with him. He had
long hair and used to teach us how to solve the equations
and he gave us some questions then some of them I could
solve but some I couldn‟t.He would give us a big cross mark
and he taught me how to solve the question. After learning
from him, I went to Delhi to study for my 10th.My science I
was doing with Prakash bhaiya. He used to teach me physics,
but I could not understand what he is saying so I told Pranjal
bhaiya that I am not able to understand what bhaiya is saying
because it was difficult for me to understand and told I will
not do his class. So Pranjal bhaiya told from tomorrow
onwards you will do class with Ravi bhaiya. I was enjoying
the class with him and could solve the questions that had
been given to be solved.

Science
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Chemistry

I was studying chemistry with Meeta didi. I
enjoyed the class with didi because didi‟s teaching
style was good and I would understand what didi
would say. But I would not get good marks in some of
the chapters and the marks were sent to Pranjal
bhaiya and bhaiya used to get very upset. Also I tried
to get good marks but I could not get good marks. But
sometimes I got good marks. When didi used to give
us break then I used to run to the terrace and would
enjoy the sunlight.
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I studied biology with Veerinder didi from class
10thbook. I did almost all the chapters with her. I enjoyed
the class very much but sometimes I would feel bored.
Also it was winters and didi used to say that everyone
should wear shoes and come for my class. If anybody
would not weae shoes and came, then didi used to send
that child back to wear shoes and came. Didi used to give
us tests and I used to get good marks in biology and I
would feel happy. I also loved didi and liked her class very
much.

Biology
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My math class was with Srinath bhaiya and it was in Kechla and I was doing book of 7th
and I used to get scolding from bhaiya and I used to cry a lot and not do math. My math class
was at 10:30 am, but my best subject was math and science and I still like both the subjects a
lot. But I enjoyed the class a lot because I had to solve and some of them were very easy for me
and would get a big tick if the answer is correct and I would be happy and do the sum very
neatly and if I would get it wrong then I would be angry and not write the answers neatly. When
I was doing math with Kamlesh didi in Mirambika School then I did not enjoy didi‟s class and I
wasted time. Didi used to say „if anybody is not able to understand, then he or she can take
help‟, but I did not take help from her. I didn‟t like her class very much. It was too boring for me.
Most of the time I would go late for her class and she made us do an experiment on onion in the
biology class. She made us look through the microscope and see the cells of the onion and draw
them in our notebook and then showed me how to see them. She actually wanted to check
whether everyone has seen it correctly or not. But I drew the onion cells correctly and had
labelled it properly so didi had written good. Then I helped others to draw the picture of the
onion cells. Some of them were not able to make, so I told them to go and see the onion cells
again and make the diagram. I enjoyed the experiment of the onion cells but did not enjoy math
class with her.

Math
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I was doing Hindi with Yogesh sir in Delhi at MIS school. I enjoyed the class with
Yogesh sir very much, but sometimes it would be sleepy and I would control myself from
sleeping. But bhaiya used to say, „if anyone is sleepy then he or she can go and wash their
face and come, no need to ask me‟. He taught me how to write letters for different persons
and also taught me how to describe the poem. In the winter season he used to make us sit
in the playground and do the class. In the playground the sun was shining and I it. But he
knew my name from before because he had come to Kechla once. But I didn‟t remember him
and he had a photo of mine and I was very small at that time. He gave us a lot of attention
and also used to give us homework and I did all the homework. But when we were coming
back, he brought soya chips and fruity for us.I really liked his class very much.

Hindi
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My English teacher‟s name is Sangita didi and she taught me a lot of English and
grammar. She used to give lots of home workand somehow I used to complete the work
given. Tose who didn‟t do the work that didi had given were out of the class. But she is a good
English teacher. I like her class a lot. After that I went to Delhi for my 10th. I did English class
with Lakshmi didi. She was also a very good teacher but she had some eye problem and was
not able to read. But somehow she would manage to read and she taught us how to write
report, letters, etc. She loved us very much and bought sweaters for usand she also would
bring cake for us. She gave us dictations and also gave us homework to do. The homework
was not difficult for me. She had experience with many children so she was a good teacher.
She had to go for her eye check up. Then we did the English class with Ira didi. She did the
snake bite chapter with us and also Kondiba the Hero. But when she was teaching us, she had
fever and with difficulty taught us. The class with her was very interesting. I had written a
small story and given it to didi for checking and there were not many spelling mistakes.

English
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I went Delhi for my basketball tournament. I practised for my basketball match and my
coach was Gulshan sir. He was a very good coach. He used to come every morning to coach
us, so I would not have breakfast and went for practising. I took a ball and wore my shoe and
would go. Every evening I used to play basketball and sometimes when sir used to come then
I used to go for practising. He used to teach us tricks and how to make a basket and score
more baskets. He had come to Kechla but this was my first attempt in a Jauhar cup. The
match was starting on the 21st of Jan, so I tried my best for the tournament and I increased
my height for the tournament. I wanted to have short height but for my tournament I had to
grow my height. We won all the matches except with DPS school, R.K. Puram. I lost the match
with DPS. That‟s how I couldn‟t reach the finals. I felt very bad and till now when I remember,
I feel like crying. But still I lost the match and I got the prize of the best player of the
tournament. From that day most children call me „the Champion‟.

Tournament
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I was playing flute in the music camp. Other students had been playing for a long time
and I had recently started. I liked my music class, but we had to do the music camp for 4
hours but still I did not get tired. My guru was a well known guru Pandit Barun Pal. Most of
the people know him. He is an excellent music teacher. He had his students with him, who
had learnt from him and they were our guru. My guru Sujit bhaiya had a son who was much
younger to me but he played very nicely and my guru taught me as well as he could. I was
not able to play exactly as he was playing but I liked his playing. He played with feelings but
I could not. I learnt many of the new raagas and also how to play songs. We always started
the class with chanting. Then went for our own classes. But on the final day we had to
perform for everyone in the Delhi ashram in the meditation hall. So we played for everyone
and Tara didi was very happy and I was also happy so I thanked my guru.

Music Camp
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In my taekwondo class Arshad bhaiya taught me how to kick and that he also taught
me different types of kicks. He was a kind hearted man and at the beginning of the class he
would make us do some exercises and then he taught. He would say,„there is no need to be
shy, nobody will say anything to you‟. But still I was shy to do taekwondo. He had told us from
before that we are going to perform for everyone, what we have learnt. So we were
preparing for that and he also taught us how to defend and attack. So on the final day we
showed everyone and bhaiya put a very nice music and it was like dancing but I was not
dancing. I preformed my best for the audience.

Taekwondo
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My Sanskrit teacher‟s name was Savitri didi. She would start with a prayer and then
took the class. The first few days, the class was very boring so I didn‟t likeit. But after some
days I enjoyed the class very much. Didi made us do dramas and taught how to count in
Sanskrit. She told us many stories also and she made us play games in Sanskrit. The class
was very interesting and I liked the class. She would say, „those who will not answer will not
go for games‟. But still she would not leave them also.

Sanskrit
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I did a play on 5th July,
which is my school’s birthday. I did the
role of the lovers with my friend
Basanti. She is one of my best friend. On
15th August I did the role of Lala Lajpat
Rai and it was a long play. I enjoy doing
plays. On diwali I was there in Delhi.It
was too noisy.In the Ashram my friends
did a programme with lamps in hand. I
didn’t because I had got hurt on my leg.
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